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Fairies are nature's powerful guardian angels, and they can miraculously assist you with your
self-esteem, relationships, health, and career. With the help of these 44 oracle cards, this book
helps you develop a deeply personal relationship with the amazing fairy realm.
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I just purchased these amazing and beautiful cards. The first reading I did was for my younger son
and he was amazed at the message imparted to him. I asked him if what I just told him made sense
to him (he is almost 10), and with a huge smile on his face, he said, "Yes"!The artwork is actually
done by at least a half dozen artists, and their impressions of the fairy realm are wonderfully
detailed, accurate and mesmerizing. One can just stare and stare and come away filled with
serenity and deep rooted peace.I have Doreen's angel cards, and love those, but the fairies draw
out the child in us and remind us to commune more with nature and with them. For those of us who
have always believed in the fairy realm, Doreen brings it out in the open and affirms for us their
existence and credibility. I just finished her book, Healing With The Fairies and was once again,
swept away. Powerful and amazing!Let the magic and beauty of these cards and the fairies help
heal those issues in your life, which are troubling you. You will marvel and the messages imparted
and your heart will be opened in wondrous ways. Thanks Doreen for providing us with yet another
tool for healing and happiness.

...when you open this box of cards. For starters, they're lovely. Several different artists have
contributed their skills to this deck, and each of them lends a different sort of beauty to her/his
cards. Every last card is a visual delicacy.The included book explains each card, and provides
affirmations to bring each card's energies into your life. Every card is encouraging; each one
represents a part of your self to pamper in the near future. The "Healing" of the title is mainly
emotional healing; the cards are named things like "Awakening Your True Self", "Creative
Expression", "Beauty", and "Inner Child." I think the cards would be great for someone suffering
from a romantic breakup, since heartbreaking experiences bring about a need to be gentle and
loving toward oneself again. The cards will make you feel better immediately. I find that they're great
to use in conjunction with a tarot deck; you can do a reading with the tarot cards to figure out your
situation, and then lay out a few Healing with the Fairies cards to tell you what you can do to nurture
yourself and keep sane through the duration of the problem.One caveat: Men will probably have
trouble connecting with this deck. All of the images are of females, except for the dashing "Romantic
Partner", a Prince Charming figure. (That card might put off lesbians too.) But for heterosexual
women, this deck is a great mood-lifter.

I just received my Healing with the Fairies oracle cards, and I am spellbound by their wisdom and
visual beauty. Doreen has done it again, with the help of her friends (and mine!) the Fairies, and
some extremely talented artists, especially Corey Wolfe. These cards are incredibly powerful, their
messages are very practical and insightful, and they can help you with every area of your life. Allow
yourself to be healed by the Fairy Realm, as you receive practical, how-to guidance on healing your
life through this beautiful oracle tool. You will be amazed and inspired by the healing messages the
Fairies bestow upon you, and you will rejoice in the uplifting, magnificent artwork that Doreen's
talented team of artists have blessed us with. I am a professional angel and spiritual
healer/communicator, and I am going to start using this deck with my clients immediately. The cards
are such a bargain- they are worth much more than the retail price. Give yourself the gift of Fairy
love, wisdom and insight by adding this deck to your collection of spiritual materials. An incredibly
worthwhile investment for all people interested in making positive change in their lives through the
help of the Fairies. Well done, Doreen! The angels bless you for your positive contributions through
your miraculous work.

I bought these cards on somewhat of a whim; initially I was at the bookstore to purchase a tarot
deck but the particular deck I wanted was not currently available. I was disappointed and felt as if I

had gone to the store for no reason (ie, had taken a wasted trip). Yet as I was leaving I was drawn
towards the cash register to a display showing a variety of lovely, bound journals. Mixed in with
these journals was a box of oracle cards--these Fairy Oracle cards. I immediately had to have them
and thought they would make great "training wheels" for a person like me who was just beginning to
explore tarot.I brought them home and have basically worked with them every day since purchasing
them. I'm not a particularly religious person (spiritual but not religious) but the message in these
cards is gentle and simply reminds us that we're all connected, all God's children, and all part of a
greater One. I feel a great connection to these cards. They have wonderful energy and give
inspiring, uplifting messages to anyone who uses them. I've moved on to more "grown up" oracle
cards, like tarot decks, but I feel a tremendous affinity and affection for these cards. I don't think I
will ever replace them. They make me feel great--happy and hopeful and encouraged--and are a
great way to begin your day with positive and joyful energy.
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